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We consider the equation 
XW) + 4~)f(470))) = 0 (1) 
where n >, 2, a: [0, 00) + [0, a~), q: [0, co) --+ (-00, co), andf: (--co, 03) + 
(-00, CQ). 
We assume a(l), q(t), andf( x are continuous, q(t) < t for all t > 0, q(t) 3 co ) 
as t ---f co, and xf(x) > 0 for x # 0. 
Usually, a condition of monotonicity on f is needed in order to obtain results 
for Eq. (1) analogous to those of an ordinary differential equation of the same 
type. Many authors observed that such a monotonicity condition makes it 
possible to extend many results from an ordinary differential equation of type (1) 
to delay equations of type 
or 
(2) 
@w) + f (t, x(t), +7(Q) = 0 (3) 
or even more genera1 types. Consequently, many good results such as in [8,9, 1 l] 
have been obtained for delay equations of types (2) and (3) which obviously 
apply to Eq. (1). Our first observation is that many results concerning Eq. (2) 
and (3) can be improved if restricted to Eq. (1). The fact that the function f 
involved in (1) is a function of one variable presents the possibility that such a 
function may be written as a product of two monotone functions over intervals 
not containing zero. In this case it is possible to relax the condition of mono- 
tonicity imposed on f in previous results. If we let R = (-00, CO) and let 
C,(R) denote the class of functions which can be written as a product of two 
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monotone functions over intervals not containing zero, we will show that C,(R) 
is precisely the class of functions of bounded variation on finite intervals not 
containing zero. Our goal in this paper is basically two-fold: first, to extend some 
of the results known for (1) when n = 2 to Eq. (1) when tl > 2; and next, to 
relax the condition of monotonicitity on f by allowing f to belong to the class 
C,(R) or to a subclass of C,(R) h w en f or instance we require that the component 
functions off be either bounded or bounded away from zero:Observe that such a 
condition on the component functions will not reimpose monotonicity on the 
function under consideration. 
MAIN RESULTS 
As in [3], for any t,, > 0 we define E, = {s : s = q(t) < to for t 2 to} u {ts). 
The following conditions will be assumtd to hold throughout this paper. 
(i) a(t) is not eventually identically zero, and 
(ii) all solutions of (1) defined on Et0 exist on [to , 00) for every 
to > 0. (4 
A solution x(t) of (1) is said to be oscillatory if x(t) has zeros for arbitrarily 
large t. Equation (1) is said to be oscillatory if every solution of (1) is oscillatory. 
We begin by proving the following basic lemmas. The first lemma is essentially 
Kiguradze’s lemma [6] applied to Eq. (1) and slightly modified to serve our 
need. An identical lemma corresponding to n even can be found in [4]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose (A) holds and x(t) is a solution of (1) which is of constant 
sign on [t,, , co), t, 3 0. Then there exists t* > to such that on [t*, m) we have 
(i) xfk)(t) x(t) > 0 wheneoer k + n is odd and 0 < K < n - 1, and 
(ii) there exists an integer 1, 0 < 1 < n - 1, n + 1 is odd, such that 
;‘;(; x(t) > 0 fOY k = 0, l,..., 1, (-l)n+k-lX(k)(t) x(t) > 0 for k = I + 1, 
,..., n - 1, and x(“)(t) x(t) < 0. 
Proof. Assume x(t) > 0 for t > t, . As q(t) -+ M) where t -+ co, then there 
exists t, 2 to such that q(t) 2 t, for all t > t,; hence x(q(t)) > 0 for t 3 t, . 
Thus xcn)(t) = -u(t) f (x(q(t))) < 0 and hence x tn-l)(t) is nonincreasing for all 
t > t, . 
We will show that x(*-l)(t) > 0 for t > t, . Suppose x(+l)(t2) < 0 for some 
t2 > t,; then, as x(n)(t) is not eventually identically zero, there exists t3 > t, so 
that x(“-l)(&) < 0 and hence x(+l)(t) < x(+l)(t3) for all t > ta . By successive 
integrations we conclude that x(t) --f --co as t -+ cc, a contradiction. Thus 
x+l)(t) > 0 for all t 2 t, and hence x (s-z)(t) is increasing for all t 3 t, . Now 
either x(ne2)(t) is eventually positive and so is every lower derivative or 
x(+2)(t) < 0 for all t >, t, and hence x fne3)(t) > 0 for t 3 t, by the above 
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argument. ,Thus derivatives are eventually of,constant sign. They must alternate 
in sign until two consecutive derivatives are eventually’positive and hence every 
lower derivative is eventually positive. 
If n is even, then it follows that odd derivatives are eventually positive. If it 
is odd, then even derivatives are eventually positive. 
The case x(t) < 0 is. similar and the proof is omitted. 
It is already known that if x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that 
x(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, then @)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ cc for k = 0, I,..., R - 1; see 
[7,% 101. 
The following lemma will serve to show that if x(t) is a nonoscillatory solution 
of (1) such that x(t) -+ 0 as t ---f co, then a stronger asymptotic behavior of the 
solution occurs, namely t%C(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 03 for K = 0, I,..., n - 1. This 
result is an extension of a result obtained in [5] in connection with a third order 
linear differential equation. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (A) holds and x(t) is a solution of (1) which is of constant 
sign on [t, , co), to > 0. 
Let i be an integer such that 0 < i < n - 2. 
If xci)(t) + 0 as t + to, then 
(i) there exists tI 3 t,, so that xfk)(t) xtk+l)(t) < 0, h = i, i + l,..., n - 2, 
and x(%-l)(t) xcn)(t) < 0 for all t > tl , and 
m ti-lx’i+i)(t) dt j < co and tjxci+i)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, j = 1, 2,..., 
Proof. (i) By Lemma 1, there exists t, > t, such that x(“)(t), K = 
0, l,..., 71 - 1, are of constant sign for all t > tl . 
We will show first that xtk)(t) ---f 0 as t -+ co, K = i,..., n - 1. Suppose not; 
then, for some K > i, there exists c > 0 such that either xtk)(t) > c for all 
t 3 t, and hence x(i)(t) -+ oc, as t -+ co, or x(k)(t) < -c for all t 2 t, and 
hence x(t)(t) -+ -co as t + co, a contradiction. Thus xck)(t) -+ 0 as t + co, 
h = i, i + 1 ,..., 71 - 1. 
Next, if, for some K E {i, i + l,..., n - I}, xck)(t) > 0, then we must have 
xck+l)(t) < 0 for all t > t,; otherwise, x@)(t) 3 xtk)(tJ > 0 for all t 2 tl and 
this is a contradiction since xfk)(t) -+ 0 as t + co. Similarly, if x(*)(t) < 0, then 
we must have xtk+l)(t) > 0; otherwise, xck)(t) < x’k)(t,) < 0 for all t > t, which 
is also a contradiction. Thus xtk)(t) xfk+l)(t) < 0 for all t > t, , K = i,..., n - 2. 
(ii) We use induction on j. 
First observe from (i) that 1 xk(t)l for K = i,..., n - 1 are decreasing for all 
t > t, . 




x(i+l)(s) ds ) = / xfi)(t) - x’“‘(t,)J = 1 x@)(t)/ + 1 x(i)(tI)l < 2 1 x’*‘(t& 
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for t 2 t, , then 1 jc xo+l)(s) ds 1 < cc and hence, for any given 4 > 0, there 
exists T 2 t, such that 1 s; x ($+l)(t) dt ( < 42. As i@)(t), R = 0 ,..., n - 1, are 





x(i+l)(s) ds 1 = j; 1 di+l)(s)j ds > [ x”+l’(t)l (t - T) 
for all t > T. 
Since &+l)(t) --+ 0 as t --+ co, then there exists Tl >, T such that 1 #+l)(t)] T < 42 
for all t >, Tl and hence t 1 z&+l)(t)l < E for all t 3 Tl . Thus k&+1)(t) -+ 0 
as t + co and the result for j = 1 is proved. 




tj-w+j)(t) dt 1 < al 
and tW+j)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ CO for some j E (1, 2,..., n - 2 - i} and show that 
1 j’; tW+j+l)(t) dt I < co and t5+W+j+l)(t) + 0 as t -+ 00. 




p,(i+j+i)(,) ds / = ) t5#+5)(t) - t,jx(i+j)(t,) - j Jt: #--1~(i+j)(~) & 1 
< / tj++j)(t) 1 + 1 t,W+5)(t,)l +j 1 jt: d-W+j)(s) ds 1 < co 
since tW+5)(t) ---f 0 as t -+ co. Hence, for any given E > 0, there exists T > t, 
such that I JF tW*+5+1)(t) dt \ < 42(j + l)]. But 
42(j + l)] > / It W+i+r)(s) ds 1 = j-; sj 1 ~(~+j+l)(s)I d  
T 
Thus 1 di+5+l)(t)l (t’+l - Tj+l)/(j + 1) < 42(j + l)]. AS &+j+l)(t) -+ 0 
when t -+ co, then there exists Tl > T such that 1 x(t+5+l)(t)l Tj+l < r/2 for 
all t 3 Tl and hence, ti+l 1 di+5+lJ(t)l < E for all t > Tl . Thus 
tl+lxci+r+l,(t)+ () 
as t -+ CO and the proof now is complete. 
The next lemma is intended to reduce computation in the proofs of the 
following theorems. 
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LEMMA 3. If%(t) isasolutionof(l)undiisaninteger,O~i~n-l,then 
for any t, > 0 and for all t > t, we have 
i (-l)i+ktkX’“-i-l+“‘(t)/h! + j” sGz(s) f @(q(s))) ds/i! - C&) = 0 (4) 
to 
where Ci(t) = &, (- 1 )i+ktkx(n-i-l+*)(t)/h!. 
n-1 
x(t) = Q+,(t,) + c (-l)k+9”X’“‘(t)/k! 
k=l 
+ (-1)” s’ Sn-%z(s) f @(q(s))) ds/(n - l)! (5) 
to 
where Di(t) = (-l&(t). 
n-1 
x(t) = x(t,) + 1 (-l)““(t - t&xyt)/h! 
k=l 
+ (- 1)” 1: (s - to)“-Ws)f @(q(s))) dsl(n - I)!. (f-9 
Proof. Multiply both sides of Eq. (1) by ti and integrate from t, to t to obtain 
I 
t 
SW)(S) ds + t s%(s) f @(q(s))) ds = 0. 
to s to 
By successive integrations by parts of JiO SW)(S) ds we may write 
s 
t siX(n)(s) ds = &b-l) &i-l,cn-l)(,) (j$ to 
= siXwys) _ &i-lx("-2) (s)& + j-1 i(i - 1) s~-~&-~)(s) ds 
= &hl-lys) _ +lX(n-2) (s) + *** + (-lpi! sX(~-ys)~~o 
+ (-l)i j” i! x(‘+~)(s) ds. 
to 
Divide by i! to get 
s 
t 
SW)(S) ds/i! = SW”-l)(s)/i! 
to 
- s~-l~(ys)/(~ - l)! + . . . + (~~)iX~R--i-lys)~~o 
= j. (-l)*+ks”X’n-i-l+k)(s)I~~/k! = q.(t) - C&). 
505/24/1-6 
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Hence Ci(t) - C,(t,) + & &z(s)f(x(&))) ds/i! = 0 and thus (4) is proved. 
To prove (5) we replace i by n - 1 in (4) and solve for x(t) to get 
la-1 
(-l)%(t) = 1 (-l)+l+k*kJ”‘(t)/k! 
k=l 
+ It sn-la(s)f(~(~(s)>) W(n - 111 - G&J. 
Multiply through by (-1)” to obtain (5). 
To obtain (6) we multiply Eq. (1) by (t - t,)n-l and integrate by parts as 
above. 
Remark 1. It is clear from the proof of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 that these 
lemmas are also true for Eqs. (2) and (3) p rovided the corresponding functions f 
satisfy respectively the property that if x and y have the same sign, then f (x, y) 
and f (t, x, y) have respectively that sign. 
Remark 2. In connection with the study of solutions of Eq. (1) we consider 
solutions of the equation 
@)(t) + a(t)f *(+(t))) = 0 (7) 
where f * is defined as follows: 
f *w = f(4 if x<O 
= -f(-x) if x 2 0. 
It is easy to see that f * is an odd function and xf *(x) > 0 for x # 0. Also, if 
x(t) is a solution of (7), then -x(t) is also a solution of (7). Moreover, y(t) < 0 
is a solution of (7) if and only if y(t) is a solution of (1). 
Waltman [ll] obtained an oscillation result for Eq. (2) when n = 2. This 
result when restricted to Eq. (1) yields: 
If f is nondecreasing and s” a(t) dt = 00, then (1) is oscillatory when n = 2. 
Our first objective is to generalize this result to Eq. (1) when n > 2 and at 
the same time allow f to belong to a larger class of functions, namely, the class of 
continuous functions which are bounded away from zero in a neighborhood 
of infinity. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (A) holds and lim,,+, inf j f (x)1 > 0. 
LetibeanintegersuchthutO<i<n-1. 
If j” t%(t) dt = 00, then, for n even, every solution of (1) with boun&d 
(n - i - 1)th derivative oscillates, while, for n odd, every solution x(t) of (1) with 
bounded (n - i - 1)th o!erivutive either oscillates OY tkxtk)(t) --f 0 as t + CO, 
k = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1. 
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PYOC$ Let x(t) be a solution .of (1). If tit) ,does not oscillate, then there 
exists t, > 0 such that x(t) # 0 for all t 2 t, . 
Assume x(t) > 0 for all t > t,; then, by Lemma 1, there exists t1 3 t, such 
that z+(t), k = 0, l,..., A - 1, are of constant sign for all t 2 t, . In particular, 
I > 0 and x(%)(t) < 0 for t 3 t, . Thus x(t) is monotone for t > t, 
and hence x(t) -+ I as t---f co, where 0 < E < 03. As q(t) -+ CO when t + CO, 
then x(q(t)) --+ 1 as t --P co. We will show that, under the hypotheses of the 
theorem, if x(t) does not oscillate, then I = 0. Suppose not; then, if 0 < I < co, 
it follows, from the continuity off, that f(x(q(t))) --f(Z) > 0 as t + co and 
hence there exists t* > t, such thatf(x(q(t))) >f(Z)/2 for all t 3 t*. If I = co, 
and we let 01 = min( 1, lim,,, inff(x)), there exists xi > 0 such thatf(x) > a/2 
for all x > xi . Choose T > t, so that x(q(t)) >, x1 and hencef(x(q(t))) > (u/2 
for all t > T. Thus if I # 0, then there exists t, > t, and r > 0 such that 
f(x(q(t))) > r for all t 3 t, . 
Observe that, for i = 0, ~(+~-l)(t) is b ounded since X(Q)(~) < 0 for all t > t, . 
As ~(‘+l)(t) - xc”-l)(tz) + J:, a(s)f(x(q(s))) ds = 0, then 
I 
t 
r u(s) ds < x@-l)(tJ - &-l)(t) < 00 
62 
for all t 3 t, . This is a contradiction since, for i = 0, sot a(t) dt = co. Thus for 
i = 0, either x(t) oscillates or x(t) --+ 0 as t -+ co. 
Now, if i > 0 and x(+-l)(t) is bounded, then it follows that x(n-i)(t) + 0 as 
t -+ co; otherwise, as x(n-i)(t) is monotone and of constant sign, there exists 
c > 0 such that either x(n-i)(t) 3 c f or all t > t, and hence x(s-i-1)(t) + co as 
t + co, or x(n-i)(t) < -c for all t > t, and hence x(+-l)(t) -+ -co as t + co. 
In either case we have a contradiction since x(+-l)(t) is bounded. Thus 
xcn-i)(t) -+ 0 as t + cc and hence, by Lemma 2, x(n-i)(t), x(a-i+l)(t),..., dn-l)(t) 
must alternate in sign; i.e., (- 1)’ z+k x 
Thus x;=, (-1)’ ‘t” 
(n-i-l+k)(t) > 0 for all t > t, and k = l,..., i. 
z+h nx(n-i-l+k)(t)/k! 3 0 for all t > t, , and hence, by (4), we 
have 
(- l)ix(n-i-l)(t) + l: sia(s)f(x(q(s))) ds/i! - Ci(tz) < 0 for all t 3 t, . 
Thus 
r s ’ s%z(s) ds/i! < Ci(tz) + (- l)i+lx(+-l)(t) < cc for all t > t, . t2 
This contradicts the condition j” t%(t) dt = co. Thus either x(t) oscillates or 
x(t) + 0 as t --f co and hence, by Lemma 2, either x(t) oscillates or t”x(“)(t) + 0 
as t -+ co, K = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
If it is even, then x’(t) > 0 for all t > t, and hence x(t) > x(tJ for all t > t, . 
Thus x(t) must oscillate. 
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If we now assume x(t) < 0 for all t > t,, and we let r(t) = -x(t), then r(t) is 
a solution of (7). As ~~(‘+~-l)(t) is bounded and limr+;tm inf 1 f*(x)/ > 0, then, by 
the above proof, the conclusion of the theorem holds for y(t) and hence for x(t). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose (A) holds and 
If j” a(t) dt = co, then, for n even, (1) is oscillatory, while, for n odd, every 
solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates OY Fx(“)(t) -+ 0 as t + 00, k = 0, I,..., it - 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose(A) holds. 
If j” t+la(t) dt = 00, then for n even, every bounded solution of (1) oscillates, 
while, for n odd, every bounded solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates OY tkx(k)(t) + 0 as 
t -+ co, k = 0, I,..., n - 1. 
Proof. Let x(t) be as in the proof of Theorem 1 and assume x(t) + 1, 1 # 0, 
as t -+ co. As x(t) is bounded, then there exists Y > 0 and t* sufficiently large 
so that f(x(q(t))) > Y f or all t > t*. Hence, it follows from (4) for i = n - 1 
that St s+la(s) ds < CO for all t >, t*, a contradiction. 
Remark 3. It is clear that the technique of the proof of Theorem 1 can also 
be used to obtain an analogous result for Eq. (2) and hence an extension of 
Waltman’s result [I I] to a larger class of functions and also an extension of 
[8, Theorem 4.11 as the above corollary shows. Furthermore, Theorem 1 yields 
some information about the nonoscillatory solutions of Eq. (1). 
The first question one now would like to ask is: How far can one enlarge the 
class of functions and still obtain the same result ? For instance, is it possible to 
include the class of continuous functions or its subclass C,(R)? The answer is 
no as the following example shows. The equation 
x”(t) + (1 + t)[4t2]-‘x(t)[l + x2(t)]-1 = 0 
has x(t) = F2 as a solution on (0, co) which neither oscillates nor tends to zero 
as t + GO. Thus the integral condition alone is not enough to obtain the result 
of Corollary 1 even for the class C,(R). Later we will give a sufficient integral 
condition to yield the above result when the class of functions under considera- 
tion is the class C,(R). 
The next question one then would like to ask is: How good is the integral 
condition in Corollary 1 for a specific class of functions ? Burton and Grimmer [I] 
answered this question when n = 2 and showed that for the class of increasing 
functions this integral condition is the best possible if Eq. (1) is to oscillate for 
every choice of q(t). In this paper we will show as we go along that the above 
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integral condition remains the best possible for n > 2 and for the class C,(R) if 
the result in Corollary 1 is to hold for every choice of q(t). 
The following notations will be used throughout this paper. 
R, = (-co, -a] u [ar, +m), LY. > 0, 
C(R) = {f: R-t R 1 f is continuous and xf(x) > 0 if x # O}. 
C’(R,) = {f E C(R) 1 f is continuously differentiable in R,}, and 
G(R) = {fE C(R) I f is of bounded variation on every [a, b] C R,). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose LX> 0 and f E C(R). Then f E C,(R,) if and only if 
f(x) = g(x) h(x) for allx E I-2, , whereg: R, --f (0, co), nondecreasing m (-co, -ct] 
and nonincreasing on [or, co), and h: R, -+ R and nondecreasing in R, . 
Proof. 1. Suppose f E C,(R,), then clearly log 1 f 1 is of bounded variation on 
every [a, b] C R, . If x > OL, then log f (x) = r(x) - s(x) for some nondecreasing 
functions Y and s. Hence f (x) = er(*) . e-s(r) for all x > 01. Let h(x) = erfz) and 
g(x) = e?(“). If x < OL, then log( -f (x)) = T(X) - s(x) for some nondecreasing 
functions Y and s. Hence -f(x) = e7c2) * e+@. Choose h(x) = -e+fz) and 
g(x) = e7fs). Thus f(x) = g(x) h(x) for all I x I > 01 where g and h are as in 
Lemma 4. 
2. Suppose f (x) = g(x) h(x) for all 1 x I > 01 whereg and h are as in Lemma 4. 
As log I f (x)1 = logg(x) + log 1 h(x)l, then, for x > a, we have logf(x) = 
log h(x) - log[l/g(x)]. As h and l/g are nondecreasing on [01, co), then log f is of 
bounded variation on every [a, b] C [OI, CD) and so is f. For x < -& we write 
log(-f(x)) = logg(x) + log(-h(x)) = logg(x) - log[l/-h(x)]. Asg and -l/h 
are nondecreasing, then log( -f) is of bounded variation on every [a, b] C 
(-co, -a] and so is f. Hence f E C,(RJ. 
DEFINITION. The h in Lemma 4 will be called a nondecreasing component off 
while g will be called a positive component off. 
Remark 4. If f E C,(RJ f or some 01 > 0, then a pair of components h and g 
off can be defined as follows: 
For x > OL, we let h(x) = exp[ Vas(log f )] and g(x) = f(x) exp[- V,*(log f )) 
where I’,“( f ) denotes the variation off over [a, x]. Obviously, h is nondecreasing 
for x 2 (Y. Also, as V,$(f) -f( x is nondecreasing, g is nonincreasing for ) 
x > 01. For x < -OL, we let h(x) = f(x) exp[-V?a(log 1 f I)] and g(x) = 
exp PJlog If I). 
Remark 5. If f E C’(R,) for some OL > 0, then a pair of components h and g 
off can be defined as follows: 
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For x 2 01, we let 
h(x) = f(a) exp j-’ [f+‘W/Y(~)l ds a 
and 
g(x) = exp (-I [f-‘(WG)l +) 
..vhere f+‘(x) = max(O,f’(x)) and f-‘(x) = ma@, --f’(x)). 
For x < -OT, we let 
44 = f(a) exp 1’ [f+‘(WWl ds --o 
~(4 = exp (-,I, [f-W(s)1 ds) .
We defi.le 
C,(R,) == {.f~ (. (X,). has a positive component bounded away from zero) 
and 
C,(R,) = {.j E C,(R,): f 11~s a bounded nondecreasing component}. 
EXAMPLE 1. We illust i te the class C,(R,) by constructing a nonmonotone 
element having a positive component bounded away from zero. 
Let h be an odd function such that 
h(x) = k + sin2(x/2) if 2k77 < x < (2/z + 1)~ 
=k+l if (2k + 1)~ < x < (2k + 2)rr, k = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
Let g(x) = (2 + j x I)/(1 + / x 1) andf(x) = g(x) h(x). It is easy to see that f 
is not monotone and that f~ C,(R,) f or any OL > 0 with h as a nondecreasing 
component and g as a positive component. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose a > 0. 
(i) Iff E C,(R,), then there exists j3 > 0 such that f(xl) > flf(x,) whrnewer 
x1 > x2 >, a and f(xl) < /3f(x,) whenewer x1 < x2 < --01. Furthermore, j3 < 
min(lim,,, g(x)/g(ol), limz+m g(x)/g( --a)) for some positiwe component g of f 
bounded away from zero. 
(ii) If f E C,(R,), then there exists B > 0 such that f (x1) < Bf (x2) whenever 
x1 3 x2 > a and f (x1) > Bf(x,) whenever x1 < x, < ---a. 
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Proof. (i) As f~ C,(R,), then f(x) = g(x) R(x) for some positive and non- 
decreasing components g and h respectively with lim,*t, g(x) > 0, and for all 
/ x 1 > (Y. Let /?r = min(lim,,,g(x), lim,,-,g(x)). 
For x1 >, x, 2 01 we have JI(xJ > h(x,) > h(ol) andg(or) > g(xa) > g(xi) > /$ . 
Hencefh) b A&J = Blf@A/&d b Af(xJlg(4 3 PWd 
For x1 < xa < --01 we have h(x,) < h(x,) < h( -a) and /I1 < g(xr) < g(xa) < 
g(-4. Hence -f(4 t -Mx,) 3 -Blf(x2)/g(-4 3 -#(x2) and so 
f(x1) G Pf(x2). 
(ii) As f~ CD(&), then f(x) = g(x) h(x) with 1 h(x)1 < B, for some 
B, > 0 and for all 1 x 1 2 01. 
For x1 2 xa 3 CY we have B, > h(x,) > h(x,) 2 h(a) and g(ol) > g(xJ > g(xr). 
Hencefh) G B&J = WkM4 G WhJ4-4~ 
For x1 < xa < ---a we have -B, < h(x,) < h(x,) < h(--ol) and g(xr) < 
g@d G d-4 H ence -+(x1) < %(x2) = B1[-fM/[-~(-41 and so 
f(xd 3 B&J/[-N-41. Ch oose B 3 max(B,/h(or), -B,/h(-a)). The proof 
is now complete. 
Remark 6. Let 01 > 0. If fe C’(R,) and Jzr [f-‘(s)lf(s)] a!s < CO, then 
f E Cd&J. 
IffE C’(RJ and jz.” [f+‘(s)&)] cts < co, thenfE C&J. 
Ladas [8] extended Waltman’s result [ll] to Eq. (3). This extended result if 
restricted to Eq. (1) yields: 
If f is nondecreasing and 
I 
m u(t)f(cq”-2(t)) dt = foe for every c # 0, (8) 
then every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates or x(+lJ(t) + 0 as t + co. 
Observe that (8) does not guarantee oscillation of solutions when n is even 
except when n = 2. 
Burton and Grimmer in [I] proved the following result: 
If f is nondecreasing and 
s m 4t)f(f4t)> dt = fa 
for every c > 0, 
then for tt = 2 every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates or x’(t) -+ 0 as t --t 00. 
In the following theorem we extend Burton and Grimmer’s result to (1) when 
n > 2 and f E C,(R,) for some OL > 0 and hence obtain an improvement of 
Ladas’ result when restricted to (1) in various directions. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (A) holds and f e C,(R,) for some a > 0. Let i be an 
integer with 0 < i < n - 1. 
If r” tia(t)f[rfcqn-i-l(t)] dt = f oo f or every c > 0, then every solution x(t) 
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of (1) with bounded (n - i - 1)th deriwatiwe ither oscillates or tkx(n-i-l+k)(t) + 0 
us t -+ co, h = 0, 1 ,..., i. 
Proof. For i = n - 1, the result follows from Corollary 2. We may then 
assume i # n - 1. 
Let x(t) be a solution of (1)If x(t) d oes not oscillate, then there exists t,, > 0 
such that x(t) # 0 for all t >, t, . 
Assume x(t) > 0 for all t > t,; then, by Lemma 1, there exists t, > t, such 
that dk)(t), k = 0, l,..., 11 - 1, are of constant sign for all t > t, . 
It has been shown, in the proof of Theorem 1, that if i > 0 and x(n-i-1)(t) is 
bounded, then +-a(t) + 0 as t -+ 00 and 
(- l)W-i-l)(t) + l: s%(s) f (x(q(s))) ds/i! < Ci(tI) for all t > t, . (9) 
It is clear from (4) that (9) holds also for i = 0. Hence (9) holds for any 
iE{O, l,..., 7t - l} whenever x(n-i-U(t) is bounded. We will show that under the 
conditions of the theorem we have a+n-i-l)(t) --f 0 as t + co. 
As x(+-l)(t) is monotone and of constant sign for all t 3 t,, then @-i-l)(t) -+ I 
as t --+ on, where -oo < I < co. If I # 0, then there exists c, > 0 such that 
either @-*-l)(t) > cr or x (n-i-l)(t) < -cl for all t > t, . The case +--l)(t) < 
-cl implies by successive integrations that x(t) -+ --co as t + 03 and hence a 
contradiction. Now assume x(n-i-1)(t) 3 c, for all t > tl; then by successive 
integrations from t, to t we have 
x(t) > [c&z - i - l)l](t - Q-i-l + a** + x(tJ for all t > t, . 
Choose t, >, t, and c, > 0 so that x(t) 2 cZtn-i-1 for all t > t, . As i # 11 - 1, 
then there exists t, > te so that x(t) > c2tn-G1 > a for all t > t3. Choose 
t4 3 t, so that q(t) > t, for all t > t4; then x(q(t)) > c&+-l(t) > 01 for all 
t > t, . By Lemma 5 there exists p > 0 such that f (x@(t))) 2 /If (c2q”-+l(t)) 
for all t > t, . Hence, by (9), we have 
/3 LI s%(s) f [c,pi-l(s)] ds/i! < Ci(t4) + (- l)i+lx(n-i-l)(t) < co 
for all t 2 t4 . 
This is a contradiction. Thus either x(t) oscillates or ~(+~-l)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ cc; 
consequently, by Lemma 2, either x(t) oscillates or tkx(+i-l+k)(t) + 0 as t ---t 00, 
h = 0, l)...) i. 
Now assume x(t) < 0 for all t > to and let r(t) = -x(t); then y(t) is a 
solution of (7). It is clear that y(t) and f * satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2; 
hence the conclusion of the theorem holds for y(t) and consequently for x(t). 
The.proof now is complete. 
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COROLLARY 3. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(RJ for some a > 0. 
If J” a(t)f [iW-l(t)l & = &.cof or ewe~y c ) 0, then me~y solution x(t) of (1) 
either oscillates OT x(+l)(t) + 0 as t -+ 03. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1) an assume x(t) does not oscillate; d 
then, by Lemma 1, 1 x(+l)(t)l is eventually decreasing and hence x(+l)(t) is 
bounded. Thus, by Theorem 2, x(n-l)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. 
Marugiak [9] extended Waltman’s result to Eq. (3) in a way to insure 
oscillation of (3) when n is even. This result if restricted to Eq. (1) yields: 
If f is nondecreasing and s” td-“a(t) f [c@+“(t)] dt = &co for every c # 0 
and every i~{2,..., n}, then (1) is oscillatory, while, for rr odd, every solution 
x(t) of (1) either oscillates or xtk)(t) --+ 0 as t -+ CO, K = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
The following theorem will improve this result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for somr a > 0. 
?.f 
I 
m tyt) f [&cq+i-2(t)] dt = *CO 
for every c > 0 and every i~(0, l,..., n - 2}, then, for n even, (1) is oscillatory, 
while, for n odd, every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates or tkxck)(t) + 0 as t -+ 00, 
h = 0, l,...) n - 1. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1) and suppose x(t) does not oscillate; 
then, for i = 0, the integral condition of this theorem implies that of Corollary 3 
(Lemma 5) and hence x(‘+l)(t) -+ 0 as t ---f co. We propose to show, by induction 
on i, that x(t) + 0 as t + 00. Suppose, for some i E (0, l,..., n - 2}, that 
x(n-i-l)(t) + 0 as t + co; then we show that x(n-i-2)(t) -+ 0 as t + co. 
As x(t) is nonoscillatory, then there exists t,, > 0 such that x(t) # 0 for all 
t > t, . Assume x(t) > 0 for all t > to; then, by Lemma 1, there exists tl > to 
such that x(“)(t), K = 0, l,..., n - 1, are of constant sign for all t 3 t, . As 
x(n-i-l)(t) -+ 0 when t + co, then it follows from Lemma 2 that 
iO (- l)i+&tkxc,-i-l+k,(t)/~! > 0 for all t 3 t, . 
Thus, by (4), we have 
s t @a(s) f (x(q(s))) ds/i! < Ci(tl) for all t > tl . t1 
As x(“-i-2)(t) is monotone and of ‘constant sign for all t >, t, , then 
x(n-i-2)(t) + 1 as t - co, where 0 < 1 < co since otherwise x(t) becomes 
negative. We propose to show that if x(t) does not oscillate, then 1 = 0. Suppose 
i=n - 2. If 0 < 1 < co, then x(t) is bounded and hence, by the integral 
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condition of the theorem and Corollary 2, we have a contradiction. If 1 = 00, 
then there exists T > t, so that x(q(t)) >, OL for all t 3 T and hence, by Lemma 5, 
there exists p > 0 such that f@@(t))) 3 fij(a) for all t 3 T. By (lo), we have 
$. P-%(S) a!r < co for all t > T. This contradicts the integral conditions of the 
theorem. If i # n - 2 and 1 # 0, then, as in the proof of Theorem 2, there 
exists c2 > 0 and t4 sufficiently large so that x(q(t)) > c2pneie2(t) 3 OL for all 
t > t4 and hence, by Lemma 5, there exists /I > 0 such that f(x(q(t))) > 
/3f(c2q+“-2(t)) for all t 2 t4 . Thus, by (IO), we obtain 
s t #a(s) ~(c~@-~-~(s)) ds < co for all t > t4 , t4 
a contradiction. Thus if x(t) does not oscillate we must have 1 = 0 and hence 
x(t) -+ 0 as t --f 00. Consequently, by Lemma 2, either x(t) oscillates or 
tkdk)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co, 12 = 0, l,..., n - 1. If n is even, then x’(t) > 0 for all 
t 2 t, and hence x(t) cannot tend to zero which implies that x(t) must oscillate. 
If we assume x(t) < 0 for all t > to and we let y(t) = -x(t), then y(t) > 0 
is a solution of (7). As f* satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3, then y(t) and 
hence x(t) satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. The proof is now complete. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f be the function defined in Example 1 and consider the 
equation 
x”(t) + t-2f @(t/2)) = 0 (*I 
It is clear that Corollary 1 fails to apply while Theorem 3 implies that every 
solution x(t) of (*) is either oscillatory or tkdk)(t) -+ 0 as t + 00, K = 0, 1, 2. 
Our next theorem is basic to the proof that the integral condition in Corollary 1 
is the best possible under the specified conditions. This theorem also improves 
[8, Theorem 3.21 when restricted to Eq. (1). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for some 01 > 0. 
If, for every solution x(t) of(l), either x(t) oscillates OY x(‘+l)(f) --+ 0 us f --f 00, 
then J” a(t) h[&cq’+‘(t)] dt = &co f or every c > 0 and every nondecreasing 
component h off. 
Proof. Suppose J” a(t) h[cq+l(t)] dt < co for some c > 0 and some non- 
decreasing component h. Choose t, so that tt-’ > a/c and choose t, sufficiently 
large so that q(t) > t,, for all t > t, and jt a(t) h[cqn-l(f)] dt < %/[2g(oL)] where 
OCR = (n - l)! c andg is the positive component corresponding to h. 
Let x(t) be a solution of Eq. (1) such that on Et1 , xtnpk)(t) = artk-l/(k - I)!, 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Observe that x(t) = ct+l for all t E Et, . 
As dn-l)(tl) = 0~~ > 0, then there exists t, > t, such that @-l)(t) > 0 for 
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all t E [tr , t,); hence x(+*)(t), k = 2 ,..., n, are increasing and x@(t)) > 0 for all 
t E [ti , ta). Thus @J(t) = -a(t)f(x(q(t))) < 0 and hence ~(~--~)(t) <
x(n-l)(tr) = 01~ for all t E [tr , ta). By successive integrations from t, to t we obtain 
x(t) < Olp-l/(n - I)! or x(t) < EP-1 for all t E [tl , t,). As q(t) E Et. u [tl , tJ 
for all t E [tl , tz), then x(q(t)) < cq”-l(t) f or all t E [tl , tJ. On the other hand, for 
t E [tl , tz) we have either q(t) E [tl , tz) and hence x(q(t)) > x(tl) = ct;-’ >, 
ct,n-l > (Y or q(t) E Et1 and hence x(q(t)) = cq”-l(t) > ctt-’ > 01. Consequently 
OL < x(q(t)) < cqn-l(t) for all t E [tl , tz). By Lemma 4, h(x(q(t))) < h(cq”-l(t)) 
and g(x(q(t))) < g(a) and hence f(x(q(t))) < g(a) h[cq”-l(t)] for all t E [tl , t.J. 
As xtn)(t) = -a(t)f(x(q(t))) > -g(a) u(t) h[cq+l(t)], then 
x(-(t) > x(n-1)(t,) - g(a) ( u(s) h[cq+l(s)] ds > a1 - 42 = aI/2 
for all t E [tl , tz). Thus as long as x (+l)(t) remains positive we have x(+l)(t) > 
01,/2 which implies that x(n-l)(t) > ai/2 for all t > t, . Hence x(+l)(t) does not 
tend to zero and x(t) does not oscillate. 
‘03 
Now, assume s u(t) h[-cq+l(t)] dt > -co for some c > 0 and some 
nondecreasing component h off. Let g be the positive component off corre- 
sponding to h. Define f * as in Remark 2 and h* andg* as follows: 
h*(x) F h(x) if x<--ol 
= -h(-x) if x 3 (Y, 
g*(x) = g(x) if x < --01 
= d-4 if x > 0~. 
It is clear that f *(x) = g*(x) h*(x) for all / x 1 > ;y and 
s 
m 
u(t) h*[cqn-l(t)] dt < co. 
By the above proof there exists a solution y(t) > 0 of Eq. (7) with the property 
that y(t) does not oscillate and y +l)(t) does not tend ‘to zero as t + 00. Let 
x(t) = -y(t); then x(t) is a solution of Eq. (1) which does not oscillate and such 
that x(+1)(t) does not tend to zero as t -+ co. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose (A) hoMs and f E C,(R,) for some 01 > 0. 
For ewery soZution x(t) of(l), either x(t) oscillates OY x@-“(t) -+ 0 us t --f co if 
and only if 
i 
a u(t) f [fcq”-l(t)] dt = f co for every c > 0. (11) 
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Proof. Suppose (11) holds; then the conclusion follows from Corollary 3. 
Now suppose every solution x(t) of (1) ei th er oscillates or @-i)(t) + 0 as 
t -+ co; then, by Theorem 4, s” u(t) h[+q’+l(t)] dt = f co for every c > 0 
and every nondecreasing component h off. Let g be a positive component off 
bounded away from zero and let h be the corresponding nondecreasing com- 
ponent; then there exists p > 0 such that /I < g(x) < g(a) for x > 01 and 
j3 < g(x) < g(-a) for x < --a. As f (x) = g(x) h(x) for all / x 1 3 (Y, then for 
x > (II we have f (x) > /3h(x) and for x < ---a: we have f (x) < /3h(x). Thus the 
integral condition of Theorem 4 implies (11) and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose (A) holds, f E C,(R,) for some OL > 0 andf is bounded 
above or below. 
For n even, (1) is oscillatory if and only if 
s m a(t) f [&cq”-l(t)] dt = &cr, for every c > 0. (12) 
For n odd, every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates, or tkxtk)(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00, 
h = 0, l,..., n - 1, if and only if (12) holds. 
Proof. If for every solution x(t) of (1) either x(t) oscillates or tkdk)(t) + 0 
as t -+ co, then (12) follows from Corollary 4. Now, assume (12) holds and f is 
bounded above; then f (x) < M for some M > 0 and hence u(t) f (x) < Ma(t) 
for all x and all t > 0. Thus j” u(t) f [j&+l(t)] dt < M s 00 u(t) dt and hence 
j” u(t) dt = ok. The result then follows from Corollary 1. The case f bounded 
below is similar and the proof is omitted. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose (A) holds, f E C,(RJ for some a: > 0, and 
lh+, inf[n(t)/t] > 0. 
For every solution x(t) of (1) either x(t) oscillates or x’+l)(t) + 0 as t -+ co if 
and only if 
s m a(t)f(-&ct”-‘) dt = &too for every c > 0. (13) 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4 if we show that the integral conditions (11) 
and (13) are equivalent. 
Let ml = lim,,, inf[q(t)/t]; then there exists t, > 1 such that q(t)/t > m,/2 
for all t > t, and hence t > q(t) > m,t/2 > m,/2,for all t >, t, . 
Let c > 0 be arbitrary. Choose t, > t, so that ctn--l >, q”-‘(t) > cItn--l > 01 
for all t > t, , where cl = c(m,/2)+l. By Lemma 5 there exists fi > 0 such that 
f (ct+l) >, lsf (W-‘(t)) b B”f ( C,PI) for all t > t, and f (-ct+l) < @f (-cq”-l(t)) < 
/32f(-clt+l) for all t > t, . Thus, (11) and (13) are equivalent and the proof is 
complete. 
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THEOREM 5. Suppose (A) holds andf E C,(R,) for: some OL > 0. 
If, for every choice of q(t), every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates OY x(*-l)(t) + 0 
as t --+ co, then s” a(t) dt = CO. 
Proof. By Theorem 4, s” a(t) h[fcq+l(t)] dt = *co for every c > 0 and 
every nondecreasing component h off. If f has a nondecreasing component 
bounded above or below, then j” a(t) dt = 0~) follows at once. 
Assume f has no nondecreasing component which is bounded above or below 
and let h and g be a decomposition off on R, . We may assume h is increasing for 
x > (Y since xh and (l/x)g are respectively increasing and decreasing for x 3 01. 
If j” a(t) dt < CO, then, as in the proof of [l, Theorem 1 I], there exists a non- 
decreasing continuous function Pz: [0, co) -+ [l, 00) which is onto and such 
that s” a(t) P2(t) dt < CO. 
As h is increasing for x 3 OL, then h-l: [h(a), co) + [ar, 00). Choose t, so that 
P2(t) > h(or) for all t 3 t, . Define q(t) as follows: 
q(t) = [min(t”-I, hk1(P2(t)))111+l for t > t, 
= 4(wl for 0 < t < t, . 
It is clear that q(t) is continuous, q(t) < t for all t > 0, and q(t) -+ CO as t + CO. 
Furthermore, q+l(t) < h-l(P,(t)) for all t > t, . Choose t, > t, so that 
q(t) 3 CP-1 for all t 2 tz; then 01 < p-l(t) < h-l&(t)) and hence 
h(q+l(t)) < P2(t) for all t > t, . Thus 
1” a(s) h(q+l(s)) ds < 1” a(s) P2(s) ds < co 
h t2 
for all t > t, . This is a contradiction and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose (A) holds, f E C,(R,) for som 01 > 0, and 
lim,+h inf I f(x)1 > 0. 
For n even, (1) is oscillatory, for every choice of q(t), ;fandonZy qj” a(t) dt = 00. 
For n odd, every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates of t%(l)(t) + 0 as t -+ co, 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1, for every choice of q(t), if and only if j’” a(t) dt = co. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5 and Corollary 1. 
Remark 7. Theorem 5 is an extension of [l, Theorem 1 l] which together 
with Corollary 6 yields a significant improvement of [l, Theorem 1 l] and its 
corresponding corollary respectively. 
In the following theorem we give a sufficient condition for oscillation and 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1) when f E C,(RJ for some 01 > 0. 
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THEOREM 6. Suppose (A) holds andf E C,(R,) for some a > 0. If 
I m a(t)g[*cq”-l(t)] dt = co 
for every c > 0 and for some positive component g off, then, for n even, (1) is 
oscillatory, while, for n odd, ewery solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates or tkxck)(t) -+ 0 
a.rt-+cqk=O,l,.,., n-l. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (1). If x(f) does not oscillate, then there 
exists t, > 0 such that x(t) # 0 for all t 3 t, . 
Assume x(t) > 0 for all t > t,; then, by Lemma 1, there exists t, > t, such 
that x(kJ(t), k = 0, l,..., n - 1, are of constant sign for all t 3 t, . In particular, 
x(+l)(t) > 0 and xtn)(t) < 0 for all t 3 t, and hence x(+l)(t) is nonincreasing 
for all t > t, . Thus there exists c > 0 such that x(+-l)(t) < c for all t >, t, . 
By successive integrations from t, to t we conclude that 
x(t) < [c/(n - l)!]@ - Q-1 + *** + x(tl) for all t > t, . 
Choose t, >, t, and c1 > 0 so that x(t) < cltn--l for all t 3 t, . As x(t) is 
monotone for t > t, , then x(t) -+ 1 as t + CO where 0 < I < 00. We propose 
to show that 1 = 0. If 0 < 1 < 00, then x(t) is bounded. Choose t, 3 t, so that 
c,q+l(t) >, pi for all t > t3 and hence g[c,qn-l(l)] < g(a). It follows from the 
integral conditions of the theorem that j’t”, a(t) dt = co and hence, by Corollary 2, 
3(i) must oscillate or x(t) ---f 0 as t + w, a contradiction. If 1 = W, we choose t, > t, so that OL < x(q(t)) < clqn-l(l) for all t > t, . Let h be the nondecreasing 
component off corresponding to g; then, by Lemma 4, g(a) > g(x(q(t))) > 
g(wY9 and 4 c,q+l(t)) >, h(x(q(t))) > h(ol) for all t > t3 . Thus f (x(q(t))) 3 
h(or)g(c,q+l(t)) and h ence xcn)(t) = -a(t) f (x(q(t))) < -h(a) a(t)g(c,q+l(t)) 
for all t >, t, . Thus x(+l)(t) < x(“-lJ(Q - h(cY) j:, a(s)g(c,q+l(s)) ds for all t > t, and hence by the integral condition of the theorem we conclude that 
x(+1)(t) --f -co as t ---f w, a contradiction. Consequently, either x(t) oscillates 
or x(t) ---f 0 as t --f w and hence, by Lemma 2, either x(t) oscillates or tkxix’“)(t) - 0 
as t --f w, k = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
If n is even, then x’(t) > 0 for all t > t, and hence x(t) > x(tl) for all t > t, . 
Thus x(t) must oscillate. 
Assume x(t) < 0 for all t 3 t, and let y(t) = -x(t); then y(t) is a solution of 
(7). Define g* and h* as in the proof of Theorem 4; then f * and g* satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6. Thus the conclusion of the theorem follows for y(t) 
and hence for x(t). The proof is now complete. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for some OL > 0. If 
J” a(Qf(kcqn-l(Q) dt = ?@f OY every c > 0, then, fbr n even, (1) is oscillatory, 
while, for n odd, every solution x(t) of (1) either oscillates OY tkxck)(t) --f 0 as t + w, 
h = 0, I)...) n - 1. 
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Proof. As f E C,(R,), ,then there exists a bounded non&creasing component 
h off. Let gbe the corresponding positive component; then there exists M > 0 
such that 1 h(x)1 < M for all j x 1 > 01 and hence 1 f (%)I < Mg(x) for all 
I x I 3 (Y. Thus the integral condition of the corollary implies the integral 
condition of Theorem 6 and the proof now is complete. 
EXAMPLE 3. The equation x”(t) + t-%(t”)/[l + x~(P)] = 0 where 0 < p < 1, 
0 < 01 < 1, and 0 < j? + a: < 1 is oscillatory by Theorem 6. Observe that 
Corollary 1 and Theorem 3 fail to apply. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for some LX > 0. If, for euery 
solution x(t) of (l), either x(t) oscillates or @-l)(t) -+ 0 as t --+ 00, then 
s” a(t) f [+qn-l(t)] dt = &m for every c > 0. 
Proof. Suppose s” a(t) f [cq+l(t)] dt < co for some c > 0. Choose to and 
t, > t, so that ctt-l > 01 and q(t) > t, for all t >, t, . Let 
M= 
s 
m a(t) f [cq”-l(t)] dt 
t1 
and 01~ = (n - l)! c. 
Let K > 01~ , K to be determined, and let x(t) be a solution of (1) such that 
on E,, we have 
@-k)(t) = ht”-l/(h - l)!, h = 1, 2 ,..., 12. 
As z&-l)(tl) = K > 01~ , then there exists t, > t, so that @-l)(t) > 01~ for 
all t E [tl , t,); hence x(n-2)(t) 3 c+(t - tl) + x(n-2)(tl) > alt for t E [tl , t2). 
By successive integrations we conclude that x(t) > qt+l/(n - l)! or x(t) 3 
ct”-l for all t E [tl , t2). As q(t) E Et, u [tl , t2) for t E [tl , t2), then x(q(t)) > 
cqn-l(t) > ct;-l 3 OL for all t E [t 1 , t2). By Lemma 5, there exists B > 0 such 
that f (x(q(t))) < Bf [cq+l(t)] and hence xfn)(t) = -a(t)f (x(q(t))) > 
-Ba(t) f [cq+l(t)] for t E [tl , t2). We integrate from t, to t to get @-l)(t) >, 
dn-l)(tl) - B j:, a(s) f [c@-l(s)] ds > K - BM for all t E [tl , t2). Choose 
K > 201, + BM; then x(‘+l)(t) > 2~9 for all t E [tI , t2). It is clear from the 
proof that as long as &-l)(t) > cyl we have x (+l)(t) > 29 which implies that 
x(+1)(t) > 01~ for all t > t, . Thus x (+lJ(t) does not tend to zero as t -j 00 and 
x(t) does not oscillate. 
If s” a(t) f [-cq+l(t)] dt > --co for some c > 0 and if we define f * as in 
Remark 2, then SW a(t)f *[cq”-l(t)] dt < 03. By the above proof, Eq. (7) has a 
solution y(t) > 0 which does not oscillate and such that yen-l)(t) does not tend 
to zero as t--f co. Let x(t) = -y(t); then x(t) is a solution of (1) which has the 
same property as y(t). The proof is now complete. 
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COROLLARY 8. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for some a > 0. 
For n even, (1) is oscillatory if and only ;f 
.r 
m a(t)f[-&qnB1(t)] dt = foe forevery c >O. (14) 
For n odd, every soZution x(t) of (1) either oscillates or tkxck)(t) + 0 as t -+ CO, 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1, if and only if (14) holds. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 7 and Theorem 7. 
Remark 8. Corollary 8, together with the theorems from which it is derived, 
extends [ 1, Theorem 61 and improves it. 
EXAMPLE 4. It was mentioned earlier that the equation 
x”(t) + [(l + ty4q x(t)/[l + xs(t)] = 0 
has a nonoscillatory solution x(t) = F2 and consequently the integral condition 
of Corollary 1 is not enough to guarantee oscillation of Eq. (1) when n is even 
unless limr+*m inf 1 f(x)1 > 0. In fact, by Theorem 7, the equation x”(t) + 
[(l + t)/4t2] x(t”)/[l + X2@“)] = 0 where 0 < z < 1 has a nonoscillatory 
solution x(t) such that x’(t) does not tend to zero as t -+ co. 
Our next result is a generalization of two results obtained by Burton and 
Grimmer in [l, 21. This result yields a new oscillation criterion for Eq. (1) when 
n 3 2 is even and f~ C,(R,) for some 01 > 0. It also improves the integral 
condition of Corollary 1 under these specified conditions. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose (A) holds and f E C,(R,) for some 01 > 0. 
If n is even and 
la a(t) f (y [*‘t’ s+la(s) f (y 1”” un-la+) 
.f (a.* f (y /“‘“’ rn-la(r) f (&a) dr) *..) du) ds) dt = f~, 
then (1) is oscillatory. Here, 
where g is some positive component off bounded away from zero. 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (1). If x(t) does not oscillate, then there 
exists t* > 0 such that x(t) # 0 for all t > t*. 
Assume x(t) > 0 for all t > t*; then, by Lemma 1, there exists t, > t* and 
an odd integer E, 1 < I < n - 1, such that x(k)(t) > 0, k = 0, l,..., 1, and 
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(-l)k+W)(t) > 0, 8% = E + l,..., n - 1, for all t > to . Choose t, 2 to so that 
q(t) > to for all t > t1 . By formula (6), we have 
n-1 
x(t) = x(tl) + 1 (-l)““(t - t,)“x(“)(t)/k! 
k-1 
for all t 3 tr . 
We propose to show that 
W-1 
k& (-l)“+l(t - t,)‘“x(“)(t)/k! > 0 for ail t > t, . 
By Lemma 1, CEIt ( -l)k+l(t - tl)kx(k)(t)/k! > 0 for all t >, t, . Thus we need 
only show that v(t) = &i (-l)“+l(t - t,)Vk)(t)/k! > 0 for all t >, ti . 
Differentiate v(t) to find that 
v’(t) = x’(t) - (t - tJ”-W’(t)/(Z - l)! 
By Taylor’s formula, 
for all t > t, . 
x’(t) = x’(t1) + x”(t1)(t - tJ + x’“(t1)(t - q-72! 
+ -** + xy[)(t - tl)“-‘/(Z - l)!, t, < 5 < t. 
As &‘(t,) > 0, i = 1 ,..., Z, then x’(t) > ~(~)(c)(t - tl)z-l/(Z - l)!. Since 
S+l)(t) < 0 for all t > t, , then N(t) is decreasing and hence x(~)({) 3 S)(t). 
Thus x’(t) > d”)(t)(t - tJ”-‘/(Z - l)! and hence v’(t) > 0 for all t 3 tl . It 
follows that v(t) is nondecreasing and hence v(t) > v(tJ = 0 for all t > t, . Thus 
x(t) 2 j-1 0 - G)n-l~NfMds))) d-e - l>! for all t > t, . 
Choose t, 3 2t, so that s - t, 3 s/2 for all s > t, and hence 
x(t) b 1’ S”-la(s)f(X(q(S))) ds/[(n - l)! 277 for all t > t, (15) 
t2 
It is clear from the integral condition of the theorem that s” tn%(t) dt = CO. 
As x(t) is increasing for t > to , then x(t) -+ 1 as t -+ co. If Z is finite, then x(t) 
is bounded and hence, by Corollary 2, x(t) must oscillate, a contradiction. If 
Z = co, then x(q(t)) --+ co as t -+ co and hence there exists ts 3 ta so that 
x(q(t)) > OL for all t > t3 . By Lemma S,f(x(q(t))) > #(LX) for all t > t, , where 
B = min(lim,+,g(x)/g(a), limz-t-m &)lg(--or)). Thus, by (15), 
w b Y J: P-‘u(s)f(a) ds for all t > t, , 
505/24/I-7 
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where y = /I/[(n - l)! 2+l]. Choose t4 >, ts so that y J-t sn-%z(s)f(~) a!~ 3 [Y for 
all t > t4; then x(t) > y St”, sn%(s) f(a) ds > a for all t >, t4 . Choose t5 > t4 
so that q(t) >, t4 for all t > t,; then x(q(t)) > y fii” x~%(s)f(~) a!s > OL for all 
t 3 t5. By Lemma 5, 
fM7W) 2 f?f (Y J”‘“’ s”-L(s)f(a) ds) > pzf(a) for ail t > t, . 
t3 
BY (15h 
x(t) t ( sn-lu(s)f(x(q(s))) ds/[(n - l)! 2”-11 
> y j-1 s’%(s) f ( y sf:‘“’ u’%(u) f(a) du) ds 
s”-‘u(s)f(a) ds for all t > t, . 
Choose t, > t, so that /3~ $, P-lu(s)f(ol) ds > 01 for all t 3 t, and choose t, > t, so that q(t) > t, for all t 3 t,; then 
x(q(t)) 2 y I:‘“’ s”-la(s)f (y 1:‘“’ un-%z(u)f(~) du) ds 3 a: for all t >, t, , 
and hence by Lemma 5, 
f(4dt))) 3 k!f (Y ,ltt’ s-44 f (Y j-“‘“I u”-W4 f(4 du) ds) 2 PO4 h 
for all t >, t, . 
BY (15h 
x(t) > y j-1 s”-‘a(s)f (y j-:‘“’ u”%(u)f (y j-1’“’ rn-%z(r)f(a) dr) du) ds 
2 Bys: s’%(s)f(a) ds > a for all t > t, . 
Choose t, > t, so that q(t) 3 t, for all t 3 t, ; then 
x(q(t)) > y l;“’ s”-lu(s)f (y .c:‘“’ u”-‘u(u)f (y J1:“) Y”-‘u(~)f(a) dr) du) ds 
>,a for all t > t, 
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and hence, by Lemma 5, 
fb+7(~))) b Pf (Y ~:‘“’ Sn-wf (Y I”‘“’ Q-W) t3 
for all t > t, . 
In general, there exists T sufficiently large so that 
f w?WN 2 rsf (Y J=:(t) @44f (Y il:‘“’ @-w4 
n-1a(r) f (a) d’) a.*) do) ds) for all t > T. 
From Eq. (l), we conclude that 
.(n)(t) < -8u(t)f(rJl:(t)i”-‘u(s)f (...f (r~:(w)r~-‘n(r)f(a)dr) .-.)ds) 
and hence 
x’-)(t) < x-)(T) - /I j-1 u(s) f (y s:‘“’ u’%(u) 
n-1u(r) f (a) d’) a.0) do) ds for all t 2 T. 
Thus, by the integral condition of the theorem, +-l)(t) -+ -co as t -+ co which 
is a contradiction. Thus x(t) must oscillate. 
Assume x(t) < 0 for all t > t* and let r(t) = -x(t); then y(t) is a solution of 
(7). As f * satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then y(t) is oscillatory and so is 
x(t). The proof is now complete. 
Remark 9. If f in Theorem 8 is nondecreasing, then y = l/[(n - l)! 2+-l] 
anda:canbechosensothatf(ol) = 1 orf(-a) = -1. 
It is also clear that Theorem 8 is an improvement of Theorem 3 when 7~ = 2. 
Interesting examples in this case can be found in [l, 21. However, for higher order 
equations, Theorem 8 shows that the equation x”“(t) + t-‘/%s(P2) = 0 is 
oscillatory while Theorem 3 fails to apply. 
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